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Abstract

This paper presents a novel typed deductive object-oriented database language, called
ROL (Rule-based Object Language), which is being developed at the University of Regana.
This language is a declarative language. It can naturally and directly support object-oriented
features such as object identity, complex objects, classes, class hierarchy, multiple inheritance
with overriding, and schema in a deductive framework. It also treats sets and relationships as
rst class citizens and provides powerful mechanisms for representing both partial and complete information on sets. Another novelty is the introduction of a new ordering which can
capture the intended semantics of nested sets. The ROL language is given a logical semantics
that cleanly accounts for object-oriented features and the usage of schema in a deductive
framework.
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1 Introduction
Deductive and object-oriented databases are two important extensions of the traditional database
technology. Deductive databases extend the expressive power of traditional databases by means
of recursion and declarative querying with a rm logical foundation. Examples of such languages
are Datalog [18], LDL [33] and CORAL [35]. Object-oriented databases extend the data modeling
power of the traditional databases by means of object identity, complex objects, classes, class
hierarchy, and inheritance. Examples of such languages are Iris [22], Exodus [17], Orion [27], O2
[28] and Jasmine [24]. However, both extensions have shortcomings. Deductive databases lack
powerful data modeling mechanisms, while object-oriented databases lack logical semantics and
declarative query languages. In the past few years, a lot of e orts have been made to integrate
deductive and object-oriented databases to gain the best of the two approaches. A number of
deductive object-oriented database languages have been proposed, such as O-logic [32], revised
O-logic [26], C-logic [19], IQL [5], IQL2[1], F-logic [25], LOGRES [16], LLO [31], LOL [14],
Datalogmethod [6], DLT [10], Gulog [21] and Rock & Roll [12].
However, none of these proposals have achieved the objectives of providing the necessary
expressive power for database applications in a declarative fashion and providing logical semantics
for object-oriented features for the following reasons.
Sets play an important role in object-oriented data models. However, sets are not treated as
rst-class citizens, as an object can have a set as an attribute value but a set cannot have any
attributes. Most deductive object-oriented database language proposals inherit this property,
which signi cantly restricts their expressive power. In [9], several tasks for a manufacturing
company's parts database are proposed to test database languages. One task is to obtain the
assembly cost and mass increment of a composite part. Because of inadequate support of sets,
none of the proposed deductive object-oriented languages are powerful enough to perform this
task declaratively, including the most powerful language F-logic. In languages such as Rock &
Roll [12] and IQL2 [1], this task can be done, but only by resorting to a low-level imperative
program rather than a high-level declarative program.
On the other hand, powerful set representation mechanisms have been proposed in valueoriented deductive database languages such as LDL [13], CORAL [35] and COL [2]. In LDL,
for example, sets can be used either in enumerated form or as a result of element grouping,
set-valued variables can be used to range over sets, and sets can contain sets. As a result, the
above database task can be performed declaratively in LDL.
Besides, in deductive object-oriented database languages that support sets as attribute values,
such as revised O-logic or F-logic, set information can only be represented in a limited way. For
example, we can only say that ann is one of the parents of tom with a singleton set fanng. We
cannot directly say that ann is the only parent of tom by any means. The complete information
for the parents attribute of tom depends on what else we have in the program. Similarly, we
cannot directly say that tom is an orphan with an empty set of parents, as doing so actually
means something di erent: tom 's parents information is known, rather than unknown. In other
words, we can only specify the partial information, rather than the complete information of a
set-valued attribute. This special set treatment does have its merits, as more programs can be
strati ed with it than in other languages without it such as LDL and COL.
Finally, a database usually has a schema. The schema provides the description of the database
structure and also constrains data in the database. It corresponds to the type declarations of
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programming languages and is the basis for storage structure and query optimization strategies.
However, the usage of the schema is not considered in most deductive database languages, because
their semantics are based on the work on the logic programming language Prolog which is not
typed. As a result, the semantics of schema, especially how the schema could constrain the
data in the database, is not well-de ned in most deductive frameworks, value-oriented or objectoriented. Some of the deductive object-oriented database languages, such as Rock & Roll, even
have no logical semantics. However, object-oriented features such as complex object structures,
class hierarchy, multiple inheritance with overriding are mainly schematic features.
In this paper, we propose a novel deductive object-oriented language called ROL (Rulebased Object Language). This language has both the necessary expressive power and data
modeling power for advanced database applications. It e ectively integrates important features
in deductive databases and object-oriented databases into a uniform framework. It has a simple,
easy to use, but powerful syntax compared to other proposals.
It treats sets as rst-class citizens and provides powerful set representation mechanisms that
integrates the set treatments of both LDL and F-logic . In order to do so, we introduce a new
operator called the compaction operator. The database task mentioned above can be handled
in ROL declaratively as in LDL, and more importantly object-orientedly, (see Example 2.8). By
also supporting the set treatment of F-logic, more programs can be strati ed in ROL than in
languages such as LDL and COL.
ROL also treats relationships as rst-class citizens and allows relationships to be treated as
objects and to participate in other relationships. As a result, Datalog and LDL without grouping
are simply special cases, (see Example 2.7). None of the reported deductive object-oriented
database languages can do this. LOGRES and IQL2 in this regard are close to ROL. They
both support classes and relations. However, they are strictly based on the Entity/Relationship
model and don't allow relationships to be used as attribute values of objects or participate in
other relationships. Indeed, the user of ROL can choose either the value-oriented approach, the
object-oriented approach, or their combination.
ROL directly supports the notion of schema and is a typed language without using typed
symbols such as typed variables in programs and queries syntactically as in [30, 34], COL [2],
Gulog [21]. Instead, symbols of a ROL program are bound to certain types (called classes) based
on the schema in the intended semantics of the program.
Most importantly, ROL has a logical semantics that cleanly accounts for object-oriented
features such as object identity, complex objects, classes, class hierarchy, multiple inheritance
with overriding, especially the usage of schema in a deductive framework. As a result, the
semantics of ROL di ers signi cantly from that of untyped languages such as Prolog, Datalog
[18], LDL, F-logic (and its predecessors), and also typed languages such as those in [30, 34], COL,
Gulog.
Another novelty of this paper is the introduction of a new ordering which is able to capture
the intended semantics of nested sets. ROL is given Herbrand minimal model semantics based
on this new ordering. A strati cation in the spirit of several other researchers [2, 8, 13] is used.
We follow the standard treatment of logic programming languages and show that for a strati ed
program, the unique minimal and supported model, when it exists, can be computed bottom-up
using a nite sequence of xpoints and used as the intended semantics of the program.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the syntax of ROL. Section
3 presents the Herbrand model semantics of ROL. Section 4 discusses how to compare di erent
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interpretations and models, and introduces the notion of minimal model. Section 5 focuses on
the strati cation restriction on programs and their semantics. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Syntax of ROL
This section de nes the formal syntax of the ROL language. We assume the existence of the
following pairwise disjoint sets:
the set of value class names B = finteger; stringg;
a countably in nite set C of object class names which are function symbols with arity n  0;
a countably in nite set A of attribute labels;
a countably in nite set D of values which is the union of the set I of integers and the set
S of strings;
(5) a countably in nite set O of object identi ers;
(6) a countably in nite set V of variables.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A ROL database consists of two parts: a schema and a program. The schema contains
information about classes, while the program contains information about objects. The schema
is used to constrain the objects and their attribute values that can be generated in the program.
We rst de ne schema.

De nition 2.1 The classes are de ned as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

integer is a value class.
Let i1 2 I , i2 2 I and i1  i2 . Then integer(i1 ::i2 ) is a value class.
string is a value class.
Let si 2 S for i = 1; :::; n. Then string(fs1 ; :::; sn g) is a value class.
If p1 ; :::; pn are classes and f is an n-ary object class name, then f (p1 ; :::; pn ) is an object
class. If n = 0, f is called an atomic object class. Otherwise, it is called a constructed

object class.
(6) If p is a class, then fpg is a set class; p is the component class of fpg.

Classes in ROL are used to denote collections of objects that share common attributes.
Based on the de nition, three kinds of classes are distinguished: value classes, object classes and
set classes. Object classes are classi ed into two kinds: atomic object classes and constructed
object classes. The collections which value classes denote are xed in ROL. In details, integer,
integer(i1 ::i2 ), string, and string(fs1 ; :::; sn g) denote I , fi j i1  i  i2 g, S , and fs1 ; :::; sn g
respectively. The collections which object classes denote depend on the ROL program. The
collections which set classes denote depend on the collections which the component classes denote.

Example 2.1 Following are examples of classes:
Value classes
Atomic object classes
Constructed object classes
Set classes

integer; string; integer(15::30); string(f\Male" ; \Female"g)
person, student, employee, dept, course, part, supplier
family(fpersong), supplies(supplier; part)
fintegerg; fpersong; ffamily(fpersong)g
4

De nition 2.2 If p and q are object classes, then p isa q de nes p to be an immediate subclass
of q and q to be an immediate superclass of p.

For example, we may use student isa person and family(fpersong) isa taxunit to de ne
that student is an immediate subclass of person and family(fpersong) is an immediate subclass
of taxunit respectively.

De nition 2.3 If p and q are classes and l is an attribute label, then p[l ) q] de nes an attribute

l of p. If q is a set class, then l is called a set-valued attribute. Otherwise, l is called a single-valued
attribute.
The attribute de nition p[l ) q] actually speci es p as a key in the sense of relational
databases which single-valued (i.e., functionally) or multi-valued determines q through l. For
example, the classical functional dependency of the suppliers-parts database in [20] can be represented in ROL with supplies(supplier; part)[quantity ) integer]. Such dependencies are built
into the semantics of ROL by the consistency constraint. Furthermore, the referential integrity
rule is also built into the semantics of ROL by the typing constraint. Both notions will be
introduced in the next section.
We use p[l1 ) q1 ; :::; ln ) qn ] isa p1 ; :::; pm to stand for p[l1 ) q1 ], ..., p[ln ) qn ], p isa p1 ,
..., p isa pm .

De nition 2.4 A schema is a tuple K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ), where
(1) B  B is a nite set of value class names;
(2) C  C is a nite set of object class names;
(3) A  A is a nite set of attribute labels;

(4) DC is a nite set of class de nitions based on B and C such that every object class name
f 2 C is associated with exactly one class in DC ;
(5) isa is a nite set of immediate subclass de nitions;
(6) DA is a nite set of attribute de nitions such that all classes and attribute labels used in
DA are in DC [ A.

The above de nition for schema is an abstract representation. In the following examples,
we use an intuitive representation. The conversion from the abstract one to the intuitive one is
straightforward.
It is our intention that a subclass inherits all the attribute de nitions from its superclasses but
may override or re ne some of the inherited attribute de nitions and introduce extra attribute
de nitions local to itself.

Example 2.2 The following is a schema of ROL.
person[age ) integer(1::125); father ) person; mother ) person;
parents ) fpersong; ancestors ) fpersong; trueancestors ) fpersong]
student[age ) integer(15::30); taking ) fcourseg] isa person
employee[age ) integer(18::65); salary ) integer(0::10000)] isa person
workstudent isa employee; student
course[name ) string(f\Databases"; \Logic"; \Programming"g)]
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taxunit[income ) integer]
family(fpersong)[children ) fpersong; childrencount ) integer] isa taxunit
fpersong[count ) integer]
The class person has single-valued attributes age, father, and mother, and set-valued attributes parents, ancestors and trueancestors. The class student is an immediate subclass
of person which re nes the attribute age and introduces a set-valued attribute takes. The class
employee is an immediate subclass of person which also re nes the attribute age and introduces
a single-valued attribute salary. The class workstudent is an immediate subclass of student
and employee. The class course has a single-valued attribute name. The class taxunit has a
single-valued attribute income. The constructed object class family(fpersong) has a set-valued
attribute children and a single-valued attribute childrencount. The set class fpersong has a
set-valued attribute count.
We now extend isa and DA to capture our intention as follows.

De nition 2.5 For a given schema K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ), extended-isa (abbreviated by
e-isa ) is a binary relationship, which satis es the following:

(1) p e-isa q if both p and q are value classes and the collection of values denoted by p is a
subset of the collection of values denoted by q;
(2) p e-isa q if p isa q;
(3) fpg e-isa fqg if p e-isa q.
We note isa and e-isa  the re exive and transitive closures of isa and e-isa respectively.
The isa relationship captures the subclass relationship among object classes, while e-isa 
captures the subclass relationship among all classes. Based on Example 2.2, we have
person e-isa  person
workstudent e-isa  person
family(fpersong) e-isa  taxunit
integer(15::30) e-isa  integer(1::125)
integer(15::30) e-isa  integer
fstudentg e-isa  fpersong
fworkstudentg e-isa  fpersong
...
Note that the subclass relationship is not extended to constructed object classes. Our intention is to treat a constructed object class f (p1 ; :::; pn ) as a unique class associated with the class
name f . For example, family(fpersong) is the only class associated with family, we cannot
have family(fstudentg), family(femployeeg).

De nition 2.6 A schema K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) is well-de ned i there does not exist
distinct p and q such that p e-isa q and q e-isa p.

The problem with circular subclass relationship has been addressed in [3].
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Proposition 2.1 If the schema is well-de ned, then the e-isa relationship is a partial order

over all classes.

Proof. Straightforward from De nition 2.6. 2
Note that the well-de nedness requirement is less restrictive than the requirement that all
classes form a lattice such as in LOGIN [7] and LIVING IN A LATTICE [23].
From now on, we use schema to refer to well-de ned schema.
We next introduce the following notion to capture the multiple inheritance with overriding.
DA = fp[l ) q0] j 9p0; p e-isa p0; p0 [l ) q0 ] 2 DA; and not 9p00 ; p0 6= p00 ;
p e-isa p00; p00 e-isa p0; p00 [l ) q00] 2 DAg

Proposition 2.2 Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a well-de ned schema. Then the notion
DA has the following properties:
(1) DA  DA .
(2) If p0 e-isa p1 , p1 e-isa p2 , p1 6= p2 , p1 [l ) q1 ] 2 DA , p2 [l ) q2 ] 2 DA , and there does not
exist p01 such that p0 e-isa p01 , p01 e-isa p1 , p01 6= p1 , and p01 [l ) q10 ], then p0 [l ) q1 ] 2 DA
and p0 [l ) q2 ] 62 DA .
(3) If p0 e-isa p1 , p0 6= p1 , p0 [l ) q0 ] 2 DA , and p1 [l ) q1 ] 2 DA , then p0 [l ) q0 ] 2 DA and
p0[l ) q1 ] 62 DA .
The rst property says that DA is an extension of DA if the schema is well-de ned. The
second says that if both superclasses p1 and p2 of p0 have attribute de nitions for l, p1 is the
closer than p2 , and there does not exist such a class which is closer than p1 (including p0 itself),
then p0 inherits the attribute de nition only from p1 rather than p2 . As p0 may have several
such p1 s, p0 therefore multiply inherits attribute de nitions from these p1 s. The last says that
if p0 itself has an attribute de nition for l, then p0 uses this one rather than inherits from its
superclasses. That is, p0 overrides the attribute de nition of its superclasses.
Proof. (1) Let p[l ) q] 2 DA and p0 = p. Then we have p0[l ) q] 2 DA. Since the schema
is well-typed, we cannot nd p00 satisfying the condition in the de nition of DA . Therefore
p[l ) q] 2 DA .
(2) Let p = p0 ; p0 = p1 ; p00 = p01 in the de nition of DA . Then p0 [l ) q1 ] 2 DA . Let
p = p0; p0 = p2 ; p00 = p1 in the de nition of DA . Then p0 [l ) q2 ] 62 DA .
(3) Let p = p0 ; p0 = p1 ; p00 = p0 in the de nition of DA . Then p0 [l ) q1 ] 62 DA . By (1), we
have p0 [l ) q0 ] 2 DA . 2
By (2) of Proposition 2.2, a subclass multiply inherits attribute de nitions from its superclasses unless it overrides them. As a result, a class may have more than one attribute de nition
for the same attribute. That is, we may have p[l ) q1 ] and p[l ) q2 ] such that q1 6= q2 . They
all constrain the attribute values of its instances. For the class workstudent in Example 2.2, the
attribute age inherited from student and employee is constrained by both integer(15::30) and
integer(18::65) which are equivalent to integer(18::30). In other words, constraints on a subclass
are the conjunction of constraints on its superclasses.
By (3) of Proposition 2.2, in order for a subclass to override an attribute de nition in ROL,
we just need to introduce an attribute de nition with the same name as the one inherited. For
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example, student and employee override the attribute de nition of age of person and inherit
other attribute de nitions, based on Example 2.2. By supporting overriding, we provide a means
for dealing with con icts of inherited attributes.
We next de ne terms and objects in ROL. Corresponding to classes, there are three kinds of
terms in ROL: value terms, object terms and set terms. Object terms are divided into atomic
object terms and constructed object terms. Set terms are divided into partial set terms and
complete set terms.
De nition 2.7 A term is de ned recursively as follows:
(1) a variable is either a value term, an object term, or a complete set term depending on the
context;
(2) a value is a value term;
(3) an object identi er is an atomic object term;
(4) if f is an n-ary object class name from C , and O1 ; :::; On ; (n  1) are terms other than
partial set terms, then f (O1 ; :::; On ) is a constructed object term;
(5) if O1 ; :::; On ; (n  1) are terms other than partial set terms, then hO1 ; :::; On i is a partial
set term;
(6) if O1 ; :::; On ; (n  0) are terms other than partial set terms, then fO1 ; :::; On g is a complete
set term.
A term is ground if it has no variables. An object is a ground term. As terms, three kinds of
objects are distinguished in ROL: values, abstract objects and sets. Abstract objects are divided
into object identi ers and constructed objects which are ground constructed object terms. Sets
are divided into partial sets which are ground partial set terms, and complete sets which are
ground complete set terms. An object is compact if it isn't a partial set.
Example 2.3 Following are examples of legal objects:
Values:
5, 30, \John", \Smith"
Object identi ers:
john; smith; mary
Constructed objects: family(fjohn; maryg); g(family(fjohn; maryg); 1)
Partial sets:
hjohn; maryi, hfsmithg; fsmith; marygi
Complete sets:
fjohn; maryg, ffsmithg; fsmith; marygg
However, f (smith; h2i); fhjohn; maryig and hhjohn; maryii are not objects in ROL.
It is our intention to use a partial set to denote part of a complete set. For example, given
a complete set fsmith; johng, we can denote part of this set by partial sets hsmithi, hjohni,
and hjohn; smithi. On the other hand, with these partial sets, we can obtain the corresponding
complete set. We will discuss this issue in Section 5.2. As partial sets only represent part of
complete sets, we do not allow variables to match them. So a variable is either a value term,
an object term, or a complete set term, but not a partial set term. Given a partial set such
as hsmithi, we cannot determine which complete set it denotes as it may denote fsmithg, or
fsmith; johng. Because of their ambiguity, we do not allow partial set terms in constructed
object terms and partial and complete set terms.
We will give ROL Herbrand model semantics in which values, object identi ers, and constructed objects are interpreted by themselves (i.e. uninterpreted). For example, 1 is interpreted
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by 1, \Smith" by \Smith", john by john, family(fjohn; maryg) by family(fjohn; maryg), and
supplies(s1 ; p1 ) by supplies(s1 ; p1 ). The reason for this choice is that it is natural for database
applications and is the way most logic programming and deductive database languages are given
semantics. As a constructed object such as supplies(s1 ; p1 ) is not a set based on such an interpretation, it is treated as a single-valued object. However, a constructed object with arity > 1
can be viewed naturally as a relationship between objects in ROL. For example, supplies(s1 ; p1 )
can be treated as an object representing supplies and participates in other relationships and also
as a relationship between s1 and p1 .
Note that although the function symbols in constructed objects are uninterpreted, interpreted
functions such as those used in COL [2] and [4] are also supported in ROL by means of attribute
labels.
For convenience, we will use words starting with lower-case letters to denote ground terms,
and words starting with capital letters to denote terms that may be nonground in the rest of the
paper. In our discussion, we will treat partial sets and complete sets as sets in the traditional
sense so that it makes sense to have both b 2 ha; b; ci and b 2 fa; b; cg.
Based on terms, we introduce object expressions whose counterparts in Datalog and Prolog
are literals.

De nition 2.8 An object expression is de ned as follows:
(1) if O is an object term and p is an object class, then O : p is a simple object expression;
(2) if O is a constructed object term, then O is a simple object expression;
(3) if O is a term other than a partial set term, O0 is a term, and l is an attribute, then
O[l ! O0 ] is a simple object expression;
(4) if O, O[l1 ! O1 ], ..., O[ln ! On ] are simple object expressions, where n  0, then O[l1 !
O1 ; :::; ln ! On] is an composite object expression, while O, O[li ! Oi] for i = 1; :::; n are
called constituent object expressions;
(5) if O : p, O[l1 ! O1 ], ..., O[ln ! On ] are simple object expressions, where n  0, then
O[l1 ! O1 ; :::; ln ! On] and O : p[l1 ! O1 ; :::; ln ! On ] are composite object expressions,
while O : p, O[li ! Oi ] for i = 1; :::; n are called constituent object expressions of the
corresponding composite object expressions;
(6) if is an object expression, then : is a negative object expression.
Note that a constructed object term itself is an object expression. As a result, all Datalog
literals and LDL literals without set grouping are object expressions in ROL. Also note that
simple and composite object expressions are not disjoint. For example, f (S )[l ! Y ] is both a
simple and a composite object expression. As a composite object expression, it has constituent
object expressions f (S ) and f (S )[l ! Y ].
An object expression is ground if it has no variables. A ground object expression is compact
if it doesn't involve any partial sets. In a ground object expression o[l ! o0 ], o functions as a key
which single-valued or set-valued determines o0 as in the relational model, and it can be a value,
an object identi er, a constructed object or a complete set. As in the relational model, we do
not allow o (the key) to be a partial set as it is incomplete. Here l corresponds to data function
of COL [2] and method of IQL2 [1] and F-logic [25].
In ROL, ground object expressions are used to assert instances of atomic object classes and
constructed object classes and to specify attribute values of objects other than partial sets.
9

Example 2.4 Following are several ground object expressions:
smith : student[age ! 20; parents ! ftomg; grandparents ! hjacki]
family(fjohn; maryg)[children ! fsam; tomg; childrencount ! 2]
ftom; samg[count ! 2]
The rst one asserts that object identi er smith be an instance of student and speci es that
smith has values 20 for attribute age, ftomg for attribute parents, and hjacki for attribute
grandparents. The complete set ftomg means that it is the complete value for parents, while
the partial set hjacki means that it is part of the value for grandparents. The second one speci es
that the family of john and mary identi ed by family(fjohn; maryg) has children fsam; tomg
and the number of children is 2. The last speci es that the set fsam; tomg identi ed by itself
has 2 elements.
Consider the following examples of object expressions with variables.
smith : student[age ! X; parents ! Y ]
family(S )[children ! X ]
fsam; tomg[count ! Y ]
Before we give the precise meanings to them, let us simply treat them as queries on the
database containing the ground object expressions in Example 2.4 and brie y explain their meanings. The rst one says list smith's age X and his parents Y . Obviously X will match 20 and
Y will match ftomg. The second says nd the children X of the family of S . This time X
will match fsam; tomg and S will match fjohn; maryg. The last one says nd the number Y
of elements in the set fsam; tomg. Y will match 2. Note that we don't use any typed symbols
syntactically so that X can match 20 in the rst case and fsam; tomg in the second case.
Arithmetic, set and comparison expressions in ROL are de ned as in the standard arithmetic
and set-theoretic theories. As partial sets cannot uniquely determine the corresponding complete
sets, it doesn't make sense to operate on them. Therefore, we only allow complete set terms to
be used in set and comparison expressions.

Example 2.5 Following are several ROL arithmetic, set and comparison expressions:
Arithmetic expressions: X + 10; X  (Y Z )
Set expressions:
fjohn; smithg [ S1, S1 [ S2; (S1 \ S2) n S3
Comparison expressions: X = Y + Z; X + 10 > X  (X Z );
X 2 S; S = S1 [ S 2; S1 \ S2 = fg; (S1 \ S2 ) n S3 =
6 fg
ROL is a rule-based language. We now introduce rules.

De nition 2.9 A rule is of the form A :{ L1; :::; Ln , where the head A is a non-negative object
expression and the body L1 ; ::; Ln ; n  0 is a sequence of object and comparison expressions.
A fact is a rule with empty body, i.e., a ground object expression.
Rules of ROL are used to infer instances of atomic and constructed object classes and attribute
values of objects other than partial sets. Instances of value classes such as integer and the
corresponding operations over them are built-in so that we don't need to and cannot infer 20 :
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integer using rules. Instances of set classes are automatically determined based on the instances
of the corresponding component classes. For example, if the class person has instances smith
and mary, then, fg, fsmithg, fmaryg and fmary; smithg are automatically instances of the set
class fpersong and we cannot infer fsmithg : fpersong using rules. The operations on sets are

built-in as well. Instances of a subclass are also instances of its superclasses. We will discuss
these issues in the section for semantics.

Example 2.6 Several ROL rules are given as follows:
X [parents ! hY i] :{ X [father ! Y ]
X [parents ! hY i] :{ X [mother ! Y ]
X [ancestors ! hY i] :{ X [parents ! hY i]
X [ancestors ! hY i] :{ X [ancestors ! hZ i]; Z [parents ! hY i]
X [trueancestors ! hY i] :{ X [ancestors ! hY i]; :X [parents ! hY i]
family(S )[children ! hX i] :{ X [parents ! S ]
X [childrencount ! Y ] :{ X [children ! S ]; S [count ! Y ]
fX g[count ! 1] :{ X : person
S [count ! X ] :{ S1 [count ! Y ]; S2 [count ! Z ]; X = Y + Z; S = S1 [ S2; S1 \ S2 = fg

The rst two rules say that if Y is the father or the mother of X , then Y is one of the parents of X .
The next two rules de ne the attribute ancestors of X recursively. The attribute trueancestors
of X is de ned using a negative object expression. The next rule involves a constructed object
term. It says that if X has parents S (a set), then the family denoted by family(S ) has X as
one of its children. The next rule says that if X has children S (a set) and S has Y members,
then the childrencount of X is Y . The last two rules specify how to compute the number of
elements in sets.
The above examples show how value terms, atomic object terms, constructed object terms,
partial and complete set terms as well as set-valued variables can be used to infer information
about objects in ROL. Especially, the last two rules show that traditional database aggregate
operations such as total, count, etc. can be represented directly in ROL.
Note that all Datalog rules and LDL rules without set grouping are simply special cases in
ROL.

Example 2.7 Following LDL rules are also ROL rules:

ancestor(X; Y ) :{ parent(X; Y )
ancestor(X; Y ) :{ parent(X; Z ); ancestor(Z; Y )
book deal(fX; Y; Z g) :{ book(X; Px); book(Y; Py); book(Z; Pz);
X 6= Y; X 6= Z; Y 6= Z; Px + Py + Pz < 100

The complete set terms of ROL correspond to the set enumeration of LDL. The partial set
terms of ROL is similar to the set grouping of LDL, however they cannot be used in constructed
object terms for the reason discussed earlier. But the set grouping can be represented in ROL by
using attributes. For example, the LDL rule p(X; hY i) :- q(X; Y ) can be represented in ROL using
p(X )[l ! hY i] :- q(X; Y ). In ROL, we build in keys, single-valued and set-valued dependencies
naturally.
As in [13, 37], we impose some restrictions on rules.
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De nition 2.10 The covered terms of a rule are de ned as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

a value or an object identi er is covered;
a term that is in a non-negative object expression in the body is covered;
if f (O1 ; :::; On ) is covered, then so is Oi , 1  i  n;
if O1 ; :::; On are covered, then so are f (O1 ; :::; On ), fO1 ; :::; On g, and hO1 ; :::; On i;
if 1 and 2 are covered, so is 1 o2 , o 2 f+; ; ; ; [; \; ng;
if  is covered, so is ();
if 1 = 2 is in the body, then if 1 is covered, so is 2 (and vice versa);
if 1 2 2 , 1  2 , 1  2 , 2  1 , or 2  1 appears in the body, and 2 is covered, so is
1 .

De nition 2.11 A rule is safe if all terms in the head are covered.
Following is an example of unsafe rule which de nes an in nite set of pairs loves(X; Y ).
loves(X; Y ) : X : person

De nition 2.12 Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a schema. A program P based on K is a
nite set of safe rules such that all class names and attribute labels in P are in B [ C [ A.
Syntactically, we just require that class names and attribute labels in P are in B [ C [ A.
Semantically, the schema is used to constrain the objects and their attribute values generated
from the program.

De nition 2.13 A database is a tuple DB = (K; P ), where K is a schema and P is a program

based on K .

De nition 2.14 A query is a sequence of object or comparison expressions pre xed with ?{.
Example 2.8 The following example is a ROL database. It is taken from [9], where it is proposed
as a task to test database languages.

Schema part[name ) string]
quantity(part; integer)
basepart[cost ) integer(0::1000); mass ) integer(0::10000)] isa part
compositepart[madefrom ) fquantity(part; integer)g;
assemblycost ) integer(0::5000);
massincrement ) integer(0::50000)] isa part
fquantity(part; integer)g[totalcost ) integer; totalmass ) integer]
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Program p1 : basepart[cost ! 20; mass ! 50]
p2 : basepart[cost ! 10; mass ! 30]
p3 : basepart[cost ! 15; mass ! 40]
quantity(p1 ; 1)
quantity(p2 ; 3)
quantity(p3 ; 2)
quantity(p4 ; 2)
p4 : compositepart[madefrom ! fquantity(p2 ; 3); quantity(p3 ; 2)g]
p5 : compositepart[madefrom ! fquantity(p1 ; 1); quantity(p4 ; 2)g]
fquantity(P; Q)g[totalcost ! C; totalmass ! M ] :{ quantity(P; Q);
P [cost ! C1 ; mass ! M1 ]; C = Q  C1 ; M = Q  M1
fquantity(P; Q)g[totalcost ! C; totalmass ! M ] :{ quantity(P; Q);
X [assemblycost ! C1 ; massincrement ! M1 ];
C = Q  C 1 ; M = Q  M1
S [totalcost ! C; totalmass ! M ] :{ S = S1 [ S2 ; S1 \ S2 = fg;
S1 [totalcost ! C1 ; totalmass ! M1 ];
S2 [totalcost ! C2 ; totalmass ! M2 ];
C = C1 + C2 ; M = M1 + M2
P [assemblycost ! C; massincrement ! M ] :{ P [madefrom ! S ];
S [totalcost ! C; totalmass ! M ]
This is a manufacturing company's parts database. There are two kinds of parts: base parts
and composite parts. Both basepart and compositepart are subclasses of part and inherit the
name attribute from part. In order to express the quantity of each part used to manufacture a composite part, a constructed object class quantity(part; integer) is used. The set class
fquantity(part; integer)g has attributes totalcost and totalmass.
The facts in the program are about the base parts, their cost and mass, the quantity of parts
used in manufacturing composite parts, and the way composite parts are made from other parts.
The rules in the program tell how to compute the assembly cost and mass increment of composite
parts.
To see how the assembly cost and mass increment of composite parts are derived using rules,
let us consider the composite part p4 . Using the last rule and the fact that p4 [madefrom !
fquantity(p2; 3); quantity(p3 ; 2)g], we just need to derive the totalcost of the set fquantity(p2 ; 3),
quantity(p3 ; 2)g. With the second last rule, we can partition the set into fquantity(p2 ; 3)g
and fquantity(p3 ; 2)g and directly derive their totalcost and totalmass with the rst rule. We
therefore derive p4 's cost 60 and mass 170. Similarly, we can derive p5 's cost 140 and mass 390.
Note that the following important integrity constraints speci ed in [9] are built-in in the
schema of the above database without any additional e orts:
(1) Each base and composite part is also a part.
This is done directly by instance level inheritance.
(2) Composite parts and base parts are disjoint.
This is built-in into the semantics that an object can only have one immediate class.
(3) Only composite parts can be assembled.
This is direct from the schema.
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The above example shows that the task of nding the assembly cost and mass increment of
a composite part can be done in ROL not only declaratively, but also object-orientedly.

3 Semantics of ROL
In this section, we de ne the Herbrand interpretations and models for ROL programs. We rst
de ne the universe.

De nition 3.1 Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a schema. The Herbrand universe UK based

on K is de ned as follows:
U0 = O [ D
Ui = Ui 1 [ F (Ui 1) [ S (Ui 1 )
UK = [1
i=0 Ui
where
F (U ) = ff (o1 ; :::; on ) j f 2 C is an n-ary object class name; n  1; oi 2 U; for i = 1; :::; ng
S (U ) = ffo1 ; :::; on g j n  0 and oi 2 U; for i = 1; :::; ng

Note that we can have nested sets but not in nite sets. By doing so, we avoid annoying
problems when we try to compare interpretations. We will discuss this issue in the next section.

De nition 3.2 Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a schema. The Herbrand base BK based on
K is the set of all ground simple object expressions which can be formed by using class names
and attribute labels in B [ C [ A and objects in UK .

Note that the Herbrand base does not contain ground composite object expressions or involve
any partial sets. Therefore, it is not the set of all ground simple object expressions.

De nition 3.3 A subset of BK is consistent if it does not contain a pair of ground object
expressions o[l ! o1 ] and o[l ! o2 ] such that o1 6= o2 .
De nition 3.4 Let K be a schema. A Herbrand interpretation based on K is a consistent subset
of BK .

Before we de ne the notion of satisfaction of a rule, and thus of a program, we introduce
several auxiliary notions. First, we extend the Herbrand universe UK to include partial sets.

De nition 3.5 Let K be a schema and UK a Herbrand universe based on K . The extended

Herbrand universe UK+ based on K is de ned as follows:
UK+ = UK [ fho1 ; :::; on i j fo1 ; :::; on g 2 UK ; n  1g:

De nition 3.6 Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a schema. The extended Herbrand base BK+

based on K is the set of all ground simple object expressions which can be formed by using class
names and attribute labels in B [ C [ A and objects in UK+ .
The di erence between BK+ and BK is that partial sets can appear in object expressions in

BK+ but not in BK .
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De nition 3.7 Let S be a subset of BK+ . The instances of classes in S are de ned as follows:

(1) A value is an instance of a value class in S i it is an element in the collection which the
value class denotes.
(2) An abstract object o is an instance of a class p in S i o : p 2 S .
(3) A constructed object f (o1 ; :::; on ) is an instance of a class f (p1 ; :::; pn ) in S i f (o1 ; :::; on ) 2
S and oi is an instance of pi in S for i = 1; :::; n.
(4) A set (complete or partial) s is an instance of a set class fpg in S i for every o 2 s, o is
an instance of p in S .
It is our intention to let every instance of a subclass be an instance of its superclasses. As a
result, an object may be an instance of several classes.
Let o be an instance of the class p in S . Then o is an immediate instance of p in S (p is
an immediate class of o in S ) i there does not exist a class q of which o is an instance and
q e-isa p.
Example 3.1 Let p; q; f (integer); g(integer); fpg; fqg; ff (integer)g; fg(integer)g be classes, assume that p e-isa f (integer) and g(integer) e-isa q and
S = fo1 : p; o1 : f (integer); o2 : f (integer); f (1); f (1) : g(integer); g(2); g(2) : qg
Then o1 is an instance of p and f (integer) and is an immediate instance of p in S; o2 is an
immediate instance of f (integer) in S ; f (1) is an immediate instance of f (integer) and g(integer)
in S ; g(2) is an instance of g(integer) and q in S and is an immediate instance of g(integer) in
S; hg(2)i is an instance of fg(integer)g and fqg and is an immediate instance of fg(integer)g;
and ff (1); g(2)g is an immediate instance of fqg.
De nition 3.8 Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a schema, S a subset of BK+ , and a ground
simple object expression. Then is well-typed with respect to K in S if one of the following
holds:
(1) is o : p and o is an instance of p in S , o has a unique immediate class in S and if o is a
constructed object or p is a constructed class, then o is not an immediate instance of p.
(2) is f (o1 ; :::; on ) and there exists a constructed object class f (p1 ; :::; pn ) in DC such that
f (o1 ; :::; on ) is an instance of f (p1 ; :::; pn ) in S .
(3) is o1 [l ! o2 ], there exists a unique class p such that o1 is an immediate instance of p in
S , there exists q such that p[l ) q] 2 DA , and for all q such that p[l ) q] 2 DA , o2 is an
instance of q.
Continue with the above example, o2 : f (integer) is not well-typed in S because o2 is an
immediate instance of f (integer); f (1) : g(integer) is not well-typed in S because f (1) is also
an immediate instance of g(integer) besides f (integer).
De nition 3.9 Let K be a schema and I an interpretation based on K . Then I is well-typed
with respect to K i every object expression of I is well-typed with respect to K in I .
Based on the above discussions, it is clear that in a well-typed interpretation, every object can
have exactly one immediate class. In particular, an object identi er can only have an atomic object class as its immediate class and a constructed object f (o1 ; :::; on ) can only have a constructed
class of the form f (p1 ; :::; pn ) as its immediate class.
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De nition 3.10 A ground substitution  is a mapping from V to UK . It is extended to terms,

and expressions as follows:
(1) if o 2 O [ D then o = o
(2) if X 2 V then X = (X )
(3) f (O1 ; :::; On ) = f (O1 ; :::; On )
(4) fO1 ; :::; On g = fO1 ; :::; On g
(5) hO1 ; :::; On i = hO1 ; :::; On i
(6) if E is an object expression or an arithmetic or set-theoretic comparison expression, then
E results from E by applying  to every term in E .
De nition 3.11 Let K be a schema and I a well-typed interpretation with respect to K . The
notion of satisfaction (denoted by j=) and its negation (denoted by 6j=) are de ned as follows.
(1) Let o be an object and p a class. Then I j= o : p i o is an instance of p in I and for every
q such that p e-isa q, o is also an instance of q in I .
(2) Let f (o1 ; :::; on ) be a constructed object. Then I j= f (o1 ; :::; on ) i f (o1 ; :::; on ) 2 I .
(3) For each ground simple object expression o1 [l ! o2 ]
 if o2 is not a partial set, then I j= o1 [l ! o2 ] i o1[l ! o2] 2 I .
 if o2 is a partial set, then I j= o1 [l ! o2 ] i there exists a complete set o02 such that
I j= o1 [l ! o02 ] and for each o 2 o2 , o 2 o02.
(4) For each ground composite object expression , I j= i for every constituent object
expression ' of , I j= '.
(5) For each ground negative object expression = :', I j= i I 6j= '.
(6) For each ground arithmetic and set-theoretic comparison expression , I j= i is true
in the standard arithmetic and set-theoretic interpretation.
(7) For each rule r of the form A :{ L1 ; :::; Ln , I j= r i for each ground substitution , I j=
L1 ,..., I j= Ln implies I j= A.
(8) For each program P , I j= P i for each rule r 2 P , I j= r.
Note that although an interpretation does not contain expressions with partial sets, the satisfaction of expressions with partial sets is determined based on the expressions with complete sets
in the interpretation. For example, if tom[parents ! fann; maxg] 2 I , then I j= tom[parents !
hanni], I j= tom[parents ! hmaxi], and I j= tom[parents ! hann; maxi].
De nition 3.12 A model M of a program P is a well-typed interpretation which satis es P .
Because of the typing and consistency constraints, not all ROL programs have models.
Example 3.2 Consider the following database:
Schema person[mother ) person; age ) integer(0::125)]
Program tom : person[mother ! tom]
tom : person[mother ! ann]
ann : person[age ! 126]
In the program, the object expressions tom[mother ! tom] and tom[mother ! ann] violate the
consistency constraint, while the object expression ann[age ! 126] violates the typing constraint.
Therefore, no well-typed interpretation can satisfy this program and thus the database.
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However, a database may have several di erent interpretations and models.

Example 3.3 The following database will be used as a running example for the rest of the
paper:
Schema

person[parents ) fpersong]
family(fpersong)[children ) fpersong]
Program ann : person
tom : person[parents ! hanni]
family(S )[children ! hX i] :{ X [parents ! S ]
The program says ann and tom are person, ann is one of tom's parents, and if X has parents
S , then the family denoted by the constructed object family(S ) has X as one of its children.
A well-typed interpretation I for the program is
I = fann : person; tom : person; tom[parents ! fanng];
family(fanng); family(fanng)[children ! ftomg]g
Indeed, the interpretation I is a model of the program by the de nition. The following well-typed
interpretations I1 and I2 are also models:
I1 = fann : person; tom : person; max : person; tom[parents ! fann; maxg];
family(fann; maxg); family(fann; maxg)[children ! ftomg]g
I2 = fann : person; tom : person; sam : person; tom[parents ! fann; tomg];
family(fann; tomg); family(fann; tomg)[children ! ftom; samg]g
Because a ROL database may have several di erent interpretations and models, which means
that it can be interpreted di erently, what is the semantics of the program then? Intuitively, I
is \smaller" than I1 and I2 , but it is not a subset of either I1 or I2 .
In Datalog, a well-de ned and well-justi ed minimal model is selected as the intended semantics of the program as it is the natural consequence of the closed world assumption. In ROL,
we will also use a well-de ned and well-justi ed minimal model as the intended semantics of the
program. However, with sets in interpretations, the notion of minimal model is not well-de ned
as we don't have a proper order on interpretations and models.

4 Comparing Interpretations
In this section, we study how di erent objects, object expressions, interpretations, and models can
be compared so that we can properly de ne the minimal model of a program. As interpretations
only involve compact objects, we use objects to refer to compact objects in this section for
convenience.

De nition 4.1 Let K be a schema. An object o 2 UK is a sub-object of an object o0 2 UK ,
denoted by o  o0 , i :
(1) both are elements of U0 , and they are equal;
(2) o = f (o1 ; :::; on ), o0 = f (o01 ; :::; o0n ), such that oi  o0i for i = 1; :::; n.
(3) both are complete sets and for all oi 2 o, there exists o0i 2 o0 , such that oi  o0i ;
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For example, ann  ann, fanng  fann; maxg, family(fanng)  family(fann; maxg).
This sub-object relationship is similar to the sub-object relationship of Bancilhon-Kosha an
[11].
We rst introduce the notion of the depth of an object as in [11], which we will use in some
of our proofs in this section.

De nition 4.2 The depth of an object o is de ned as follows:
(1) if o is an element of U0 , then depth(o) = 1;
(2) if o = f (o1 ; :::; on ), then depth(o) = maxfdepth(oi ) j i = 1; :::; ng + 1.
(3) if o = fo1 ; :::; on g, then depth(o) = maxfdepth(oi ) j i = 1; :::; ng + 1 if n > 0; otherwise,
depth(o) = 2.
The sub-object relationship has the following property as in [11].

Proposition 4.1 The sub-object relationship is re exive and transitive.
Proof. Straightforward by induction on the depth of objects. 2
However, anti-symmetry does not hold. For example, let o = ffamily(fanng)g and o0 =
ffamily(fanng), family(fg)g. Then o  o0 and o0  o but o 6= o0. The problem is that o0 has
redundant information family(fg) which is a sub-object of family(fanng) in o0 . The redundant
information may be in some deeply nested complete sets or constructed objects.
In [11], the notion of reduced objects is introduced to solve this problem. A set is reduced
i it doesn't contain two distinct objects o1 and o2 such that o1  o2 . For example, o0 =
ffamily(fanng), family(fg)g is not reduced. By requiring all objects to be reduced, we obtain a
partial order on objects which is referred to as the Hoare ordering in the literature. However, such
a notion is too restrictive as it disallows meaningful objects like ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg
to exist in the database.
In [15] and [36], the notion of cochain is used. Two objects o1 and o2 are considered equivalent
if o1  o2 and o2  o1 . Let [o] denote an equivalence class. The sub-object relationship is then
extended to equivalence classes by [o1 ]  [o2 ] i o1  o2 . The set of equivalence classes is
called a cochain. Thus on a cochain the sub-object relationship is a partial order. As a result,
non-reduced objects can exist in the database and their semantics is given by their equivalent
classes. For example, ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg can exist in the database and has the same
semantics as ffenglish; frenchgg. This approach still cannot capture the intended semantics of
objects that involve nested sets.
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Example 4.1 Consider the following database:

language[ ]
person[speaks ) flanguageg]
survey[l ) fflanguagegg]
Program english : language
french : language
ann : person[speaks ! ffrenchg]
tom : person[speaks ! fenglish; frenchg]
s1 : survey[l ! hLanguagesi] :{ Person[speaks ! Languages]

Schema

Using the rule in the program, we can obtain the set of sets of languages that each person
speaks: ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg. Although fenglishg  fenglish; frenchgg in this set,
it is not redundant at all. The set ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg here has a meaning quite
di erent from ffenglish; frenchgg and ffenglishg; ffrenchg; fenglish; frenchgg. It should
be interpreted by itself rather than having the same semantics as ffenglish; frenchgg and
ffenglishg; ffrenchg; fenglish; frenchgg.
We now introduce a new powerful notion that can capture the intended semantics of objects
involving nested sets.

De nition 4.3 Let K be a schema. An object o 2 UK is a preferable sub-object of another
object o0 2 UK , denoted by o p o0 , i :
(1) both are elements of U0 , and they are equal;
(2) o = f (o1 ; :::; on ), o0 = f (o01 ; :::; o0n ), such that oi p o0i for i = 1; :::; n.
(3) both are complete sets, and for each oi 2 o o0 , there exists o0i 2 o0 o, such that oi p o0i ;
For example, we have

ffamily(fanng)g p ffamily(fanng); family(fg)g
ffamily(fanng; family(fg)g 6p ffamily(fanng)
ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg p ffenglishg; ffrenchg; fenglish; frenchgg
ffenglishg; ffrenchg; fenglish; frenchgg 6p ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg
Proposition 4.2 The preferable sub-object relationship over is re exive and transitive.
Proof. Re exivity is obvious. We prove transitivity by induction on the depth of objects.

For objects of depth 1, transitivity clearly holds.
Assume that transitivity holds for objects whose depth is less than or equal to m with m  1.
We now prove that transitivity holds for objects of depth equal to m + 1. Let o, o0 and o00 be
three objects of depth m + 1 such that o p o0 and o0 p o00 . Then they are either all complete
sets or all constructed objects.
Assume that they are all complete sets. Let o1 2 o o00 . Two situations can occur: o1 62 o0
and o1 2 o0 .
Assume rst o1 62 o0 , we have o1 2 o o0 . Then there exists o2 2 o0 o such that o1 p o2 . If
o2 2 o00 , then o2 2 o00 o which is what we want. If o2 62 o00 , then o2 2 o0 o00 and there exists
o3 2 o00 o0 such that o1 p o2 p o3 . If o3 62 o, then o3 2 o00 o and we are done. Assume
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o3 2 o, then o3 2 o o0 . By repeating the above process, we can obtain a sequence of distinct
objects o1 ; o2 ; o3 ; o4 ; ::: such that o1 p o2 p o3 p o4 ::: . Since o, o0 and o00 are nite sets, the
sequence must be nite as well. Therefore, there exists an on with n  2 such that on 2 o00 o
and o1 p o2 p o3 ::: p on . This is true for the case o1 2 o0 as well. By the induction hypothesis,
we have o1 p on . This yields o p o00 .
Now assume that they are all constructed objects. Let o = f (o1 ; :::; on ), o0 = f (o01 ; :::; o0n ),
and o00 = f (o001 ; :::; o00n ). Since o p o0 and o0 p o00 , we have oi p o0i and o0i p o00i for i = 1; :::; n.
By the induction hypothesis, we have oi p o00i for i = 1; :::; n. Therefore o p o00 .2

Proposition 4.3 The preferable sub-object relationship is anti-symmetric.
Proof. The proof is again by induction on the depth of objects.

The property clearly holds for compact objects of depth 1.
Assume that anti-symmetry holds for compact objects whose depth is less than or equal to
m with m  1. We prove now that the property holds for compact objects of depth equal to
m + 1. Let o and o0 be two compact objects of depth m + 1 such that o p o0 and o0 p o. Two
situations can occur: they are either both complete sets or both constructed objects.
Assume rst that they are both complete sets. Let o1 2 o o0 . Then there exists o2 2 o0 o
such that o1 p o2 . Since o0 p o and o2 2 o0 o, there exists o3 2 o o0 such that o2 p o3 .
Therefore we can nd two in nite and disjoint sequence of objects o1 ; o3 ; ::: in o o0 and o2 ; o4 ; :::
in o0 o such that o1 p o2 p o3 p o4 ::: . Now we prove o1 ; o2 ; :::; are all distinct. Suppose that
oi p oj p ::: p oi. Since p is transitive, we have oi p oj and oj p oi . By the induction
hypothesis, we have oi = oj , which is a contradiction. Thus, o and o0 must both be in nite sets
of objects, which is again a contradiction. Therefore, there exists no element in o o0 . Similarly,
we can prove there exists no element in o0 o. This yields o = o0 .
Now assume that they are both constructed objects and let o = f (o1 ; :::; on ) and o0 =
0
f (o1 ; :::; o0n ). Since o p o0 and o0 p o, we have oi p o0i and o0i p oi for i = 1; :::; n. By
the induction hypothesis, we have oi = o0i for i = 1; :::; n. Therefore o = o0 .2
Therefore, from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, we have

Proposition 4.4 The preferable sub-object relationship is a partial order.
Based on the preferable sub-object relationship, we now de ne the sub-object expression
relationship.

De nition 4.4 The preferable sub-object expression relationship between object expressions of
BK , denoted by p, is de ned as follows.
(1) o1 : p p o2 : p, if o1 p o2 .
(2) f (o1 ; :::; on )  f (o01 ; :::; o0n ), if oi p o0i for i = 1; :::; n.
(3) o1 [l ! o2 ] p o01 [l ! o02 ], if o1 p o01 and o2 p o02 .
For example, we have
ann : person p ann : person
family(fanng) p family(fann; samg)
g(family(fanng); 1) : p p g(family(fann; samg); 1) : p
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family(fanng)[children ! ftomg] p family(fann; tomg)[children ! ftom; samg]
s1 [l ! ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg] p s1 [l ! ffenglishg; ffrenchg; fenglish; frenchgg
The sub-object expression relationship has the following property.
Proposition 4.5 The preferable sub-object expression relationship is a partial order.
Proof. Straightforward from De nition 4.4 and Proposition 4.4. 2
De nition 4.5 Let I1 and I2 be two interpretations. Then I1 is a sub-interpretation of I2 , or
I2 contains I1 , denoted by I1 v I2 , i for every object expression 1 2 I1 , there exists an object
expression 2 2 I2 such that 1 p 2 .
For the interpretations I , I1 , I2 in Example 3.3, we have I v I1 , I v I2 but I1 6v I2 , I2 6v I1 .
Proposition 4.6 The sub-interpretation relationship is re exive and transitive.
Proof. Straightforward from De nition 4.5 and Proposition 4.5. 2
For a similar reason, anti-symmetry does not hold here either. For example, let I1 =
fp(f1; 2g; 5)g and I2 = fp(f1; 2g; 5); p(f1g; 5)g, we have I1 v I2 v I1 but I1 6= I2.
As for the sub-object relationship, we introduce the notion of preferable sub-interpretation.
De nition 4.6 Let I1 and I2 be interpretations. Then I1 is a preferable sub-interpretation to I2 ,
denoted by I1 vp I2 , i for every object expression 1 2 I1 I2 , there exists an object expression
2 2 I2 I1 such that 1 p 2 .
Proposition 4.7 Let L be the set of all interpretations. Then vp is a partial order on L.
Proof. a) Re exivity is obvious.
b) Transitivity. Let I1 ; I2 and I3 be interpretations such that I1 vp I2 and I2 vp I3 . We
prove I1 vp I3 . Let 1 2 I1 I3 . Two situations can occur: 1 62 I2 and 1 2 I2 . Assume rst
1 62 I2 , we have 1 2 I1 I2 . Then there exists 2 2 I2 I1 such that 1 p 2 . If 2 2 I3 ,
then 2 2 I3 I1 which is what we want. Assume 2 62 I3 , then 2 2 I2 I3 and there exists
3 2 I3 I2 such that 1 p 2 p 3 . If 3 62 I1 , then 3 2 I3 I1 and we are done. Assume
3 2 I1 , then 3 2 I1 I2 . By repeating the above process, we can obtain a sequence of distinct
object expressions 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; ::: such that 1 p 2 p 3 ::: . We now prove that the sequence
must be nite even though I1 , I2 and I3 can be in nite. Assume it is not nite. Since i can be
one of the forms oi : p, f (o1 ; :::; on ), and oi [l ! o0i ], we assume rst i is of the form oi : p. Then
we have an in nite sequence of distinct objects o1 ; o2 ; ::: . such that o1 p o2 p o3 p o4 ::: . If all
oi are elements of U0 , then it is impossible to have such a sequence. If all oi are sets or constructed
objects, then this in nite sequence implies we have in nite sets, which is a contradiction. The
cases in which all i are of the form f (o1 ; :::; on ) and oi [l ! o0i ] are similar. Therefore, there
exists a n with n  2 such that n 2 I3 I1 and 1 p 2 p 3 ::: p n . This is also true for
the case 1 2 I2 . By Proposition 4.5, we have 1 p n . This yields I1 vp I3 .
c) Anti-symmetry. The proof is straightforward based on the proofs for transitivity above
and for Proposition 4.3. 2
Therefore by requiring an interpretation to be preferable to other interpretations, we factor
out problems such as the one presented above.
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De nition 4.7 A model M of P is minimal i for each model N of P , if N vp M then N = M .
For the interpretations I , I1 , I2 in Example 3.3, I is a minimal model. For the program in
Example 4.1, its minimal model contains
s1 [l ! ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg]
Therefore, the semantics of the set ffenglishg; fenglish; frenchgg is given by itself in this minimal model.
The notion of preferable sub-interpretation is similar to the notion of d-preferability (d;M )
in LDL [13]. However, the model minimality in LDL is ill-de ned based on d;M . First, d;M
is irre exive by de nition. Besides, d;M is not transitive since nested in nite sets are allowed.
Finally, d;M is not anti-symmetric since there isn't an equivalent notion of preferable subobjects. For example, let M1 = fp(ff1g; f1; 2gg)g and M2 = fp(ff1; 2gg)g. Then M1 d;M
M2 d;M M1 , but M1 6= M2 .

De nition 4.8 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database and I1 and I2 be two well-typed interpretations
of P with respect to schema K . The intersection I , of I1 and I2 , denoted by I = I1 u I2 , is
de ned as follows:
(1) if o : p 2 I1 and o : p 2 I2 , then o : p 2 I ,
(2) if f (o1 ; :::; on ) 2 I1 and f (o1 ; :::; on ) 2 I2 , then f (o1 ; :::; on ) 2 I ,
(3) if o1 [lf ! o2 ] 2 I1 and o1 [lf ! o2 ] 2 I2 , where lf is a single-valued attribute, then
o1 [lf ! o2 ] 2 I ,
(4) if o[ls ! o1 ] 2 I1 and o[ls ! o2 ] 2 I2 , where ls is a set-valued attribute and o1 and o2 are
both complete sets, then o[ls ! o3 ] 2 I where o3 = o1 \ o2 .
The intersection of interpretations of a program has the following properties.

Proposition 4.8 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database and I the intersection of two interpretations

I1 and I2 of P . Then
(1) I is an interpretation.
(2) I vp I1 and I vp I2 .
(3) if I1 and I2 are both well-typed interpretations with respect to schema K , then I is also
a well-typed interpretation with respect to K .
Proof. Direct from De nitions 3.4, 3.9, and 4.8. 2

Proposition 4.9 The relation u over interpretations of a given program is commutative, idempotent and associative, i.e., I1 u I2 = I2 u I1 , I1 u I1 = I1 , and I1 u (I2 u I3 ) = (I1 u I2 ) u I3 for
any interpretations I1 , I2 and I3 of some program.

Proof. Direct from De nition 4.8. 2
The intersection of two models is not necessary a model. For example, the intersection of two
models I1 and I2 in Example 3.3 is fann : person; tom : person; tom[parents ! fanng]g, which
is not a model.
The notion of intersection is used in the next section.
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5 Bottom-Up Semantics
In this section, we show that under a suitable syntactic restriction on the program, namely,
strati cation, a well-de ned and well-justi ed minimal model, when it exists, can be computed
using a sequence of xpoint operators and used as the intended semantics of the program.

5.1 Strati cation

The notion of strati cation has been used to give semantics to programs involving negation and
sets [2, 8, 13]. We present a similar notion here which takes partial set terms into account.
Let K = (B; C; A; DC ; isa; DA ) be a schema and P a program based on K . The set DP of
de ned symbols of P is de ned as DP = B [ C [ A. The de ned symbols of a rule is the de ned
symbols of the head of the rule.
Unlike Datalog, Prolog, LDL, COL in which a rule has only one de ned symbol, a ROL rule
may have several de ned symbols. For example, the rule
jack : person[age ! X; parents ! S ] :{ john[age ! X; parents ! S ]
has de ned symbols person; age; parents.

De nition 5.1 Let P be a program based on a schema K , and DP the set of de ned symbols
of P . The relationships >, and  on DP are de ned as follows:
(1) x > y if there is a rule in which x is in the head, y in the body, and one of the following
holds:
 y is in a negative object expression;
 y is in an object expression P [y ! Q] such that Q is a complete set term and there
exists a rule such that P 0 [y ! hQ1 ; :::; Qn i] is a constituent object expression of the
head.
(2) x  y if there is a rule in which x is in the head, y is in the body, and x > y is not true.
Let P [l ! Q] be in the body of a rule r1 , and Q a complete set term. If there exists a rule
r2 in which P 0 [l ! hQ1 ; :::; Qn i] is in the head, then if we use the rule r1 before or at the same
time with the rule r2 , the value for the set-valued attribute l may not be nalized. Therefore,
the de ned symbols of the head of r1 must be at a higher level than l so that r2 must be used
before r1 . The case for negation is the same.
Consider the program in Example 3.3, DP = fperson; parents; family; childreng and family
> parents, children > parents.
De nition 5.2 For each program P , the dependency graph GP is a marked graph constructed
as follows:

(1) the set of nodes is DP ,
(2) there is an edge from x to y if x  y, and
(3) there is a marked edge from x to y if x > y.

P.

A dependency graph of P represents the relationship depends-on between de ned symbols of
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De nition 5.3 A program P is strati ed i its dependency graph GP has no cycle with a marked

edge.

Consider the following four rules:
X [ancestors ! hY i] :{ X [parents ! hZ i]; Z [ancestors ! hY i]
X [ancestors ! hY i] :{ X [parents ! S ]; Z 2 S; Z [ancestors ! hY i]:
X [ancestors ! hY i] :{ X [parents ! hZ i]; Z [ancestors ! S ]; Y 2 S:
X [ancestors ! hY i] :{ X [parents ! S1 ]; Z 2 S1 ; Z [ancestors ! S2 ]; Y 2 S2 :
Semantically, they all are equivalent. However, the rst two rules are strati ed, while the rest
are not. Therefore, partial set terms in the body of rules cannot simply be replaced by set-valued
variables and the set membership operation.
Since a given program has only a nite number of de ned symbols, it can be statically
determined whether a program is strati ed or not.
The strati cation of the program induces an order of evaluation of the de ned symbols as
follows.

Proposition 5.1 Let P be a program, and DP be the set of all de ned symbols of P . Then P
is strati ed if and only if there is a partition DP = D1 [_ :::[_ Dn such that
(1) if x 2 Di and x > y, then there exists a j such that i > j and y 2 Dj .
(2) if x 2 Di and x  y, then there exists a j such that i  j and y 2 Dj .
Each partition of symbols induces a partition of the program into strata. For each DP =
_
D1 [:::[_ Dn , let P = P1 [_ :::[_ Pn , where for each i,
Pi = fr 2 P j the de ned symbols of r is in Di g
Consider the program given in Example 3.3, it has two strata:
P1 = fann : person; tom : person[parents ! hanni]g
P2 = ffamily(S )[children ! hX i] :{ X [parents ! S ]
However, if the rule tom : person[parents ! hanni] is replaced by tom : person[parents !
fanng], then the program just has one stratum.

5.2 Bottom-Up Semantics of Strati ed Programs

In this section, we discuss how to de ne the semantics of strati ed programs.

De nition 5.4 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database and I a well-typed interpretation of P w.r.t.
K , the operator TP of P over I is de ned as follows.
TP1 (I ) = fB j A :{ L1 ; :::; Ln 2 R, B is a constituent expression of A, and there
exists a ground substitution  such that I j= L1 , ..., I j= Lng
2
TP (I ) = fo : q j o : p 2 TP1 (I ) and p isa qg
TP (I ) = TP1 (I ) [ TP2 (I )
if TP (I ) [ I is well-typed with respect to K ; otherwise TP is unde ned.
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Here TP1 is similar to the traditional immediate consequence operator, while TP2 performs instance level inheritance. That is, every instance of a subclass is also an instance of its superclasses.
For example, if mary : student 2 TP1 (I ) and student isa person, then, mary : person 2 TP2 (I ).
Note that our notion of TP incorporates typing constraints and TP (I ) may contain object expressions that are not compact.

Example 5.1 Consider the following database.
Schema person[parents ) fpersong]
Program joe[parents ! hjimi]
joe[parents ! hX i] :{ tom[parents ! hX i]
Let I = fann : person; jim : person; joe : person; tom : person; tom[parents ! fanng]g.
Then I is a well-typed interpretation of the program. We have TP (I ) = fjoe[parents !
hjimi]; joe[parents ! hanni]g, which is not an interpretation because it contains object expressions involving partial sets.

We will introduce a new operator called compaction operator which can be used to convert

TP (I ) into an interpretation. First, we introduce following auxiliary notions.
De nition 5.5 An object o is part-of a compact object o0, denoted by o / o0 , i one of the
following holds:

(1) o = o0 where o is an object identi er, a constructed object or a complete set;
(2) o is a partial set and o0 is a complete set, and for each oi 2 o, oi 2 o0 .

De nition 5.6 An object expression is part-of of an object expression 0 , denoted by / 0 ,

i one of the following holds:
(1)
(2)

= 0 where is either o : p or f (o1 ; :::; on );
= o1 [l ! o2 ] and 0 = o1 [l ! o02 ] and o2 / o02 .

A set S of ground simple object expressions is part-of a ground simple object expression ,
denoted by S / , i for each 0 2 S , 0 / .
Following are several examples:
fjim : persong / jim : person
ff (1) : g(integer)g / f (1) : g(integer)
ffamily(fanng)g / family(fanng)
fjoe[parents ! hjimi]; joe[parents ! hanni]g / joe[parents ! fann; jimg]

De nition 5.7 The compaction operator C is a partial mapping from BK+ to BK as follows

(where S is any set of ground simple expressions).
C (S ) = fo : p 2 S g [
fo[l ! o0 ] 2 S j o0 is a complete setg [
fo[l ! o0 ] j o0 = [ffo1 ; :::; on g j o[l ! ho1 ; :::; on i] 2 S g and there exists
no complete set o00 such that o0  o00 and o[l ! o00 ] 2 S g
if such obtained set is consistent; otherwise C is unde ned.
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Consider the following sets:
S1 = fjoe[parents ! hjimi]; joe[parents ! hanni]g
S2 = fjoe[parents ! hjimi]; joe[parents ! fjim; anng]g
S3 = fjoe[parents ! hjimi]; joe[parents ! hanni]; joe[parents ! fjim; maryg]g
Then C (S1 ) = C (S2 ) = fjoe[parents ! fjim; anng]g, and C (S3 ) is unde ned.
Continue with Example 5.1, C (TP (I )) = fjoe[parents ! fjim; anng]g which is an interpretation of the program.
As above example shows, partial set terms in ROL function in two di erent ways depending
on whether they are in the head of rules or in the body of rules. When in the head, they are
used to accumulate partial information for the corresponding complete sets. The conversion from
partial sets to complete sets is done with the compaction operator C . When in the body, they
are used to denote part of the corresponding complete sets. The conversion from complete sets
to the corresponding partial sets is incorporated into the notion of satisfaction.

Proposition 5.2 The operator C has the following properties.
(1) if I is an interpretation, then C (I ) = I ;
(2) if I  J and C is de ned on both I and J , then C (I ) vp C (J ).
(3) if C is de ned on I [ J and the de ned symbols of I and J are disjoint, then C (I [ J ) =
C (I ) [ C (J ).

Proof. (1) Direct from De nition 5.7.
(2) For each 2 C (I ) C (J ) there exists a subset S of I such that S / and is the result
of applying C to S . Since I  J , there exists a subset S 0 of J such that S  S 0 and there exists
a 0 2 C (J ) C (I ), such that S 0 / 0 , and  0 . Therefore, C (I ) vp C (J ).
(3) Direct from De nition 5.7. 2

The operators C and TP together have the following property.

Proposition 5.3 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database and M a well-typed interpretation with
respect to K . If M is a model of P , then C (TP (M )) vp M .
Proof. Let 2 C (TP (M )). (1) If 2 TP1 (M ), then there exists a rule A :{ L1 ; :::; Ln and a
ground substitution  such that M j= L1; :::; M j= Ln and is a ground constituent expression
of A. Since M is a model of P , M j= . By De nition 3.11, 2 M . (2) If 2 TP2 (M ),
then there exists a corresponding 0 2 TP1 (M ). By (1) and De nition 3.11, 2 M . (3) If
62 TP (M ), then is the form o[ls ! o0] where o0 is a complete set and there exists a subset S
of TP (M ) such that S / and is the result of applying C to S . For each o[ls ! ho1 ; :::; on i] 2 S ,
there exists a rule A :{ L1 ; :::; Ln and a ground substitution  such that M j= L1 ; :::; M j= Ln
and o[ls ! ho1 ; :::; on i] is a ground constituent expression of A. Since M is a model of P ,
M j= o[ls ! ho1 ; :::; on i]. Then there exists a o00 such that fo1 ; :::; on g  o00 and o[ls ! o00 ] 2 M .
So o0  o00 . Let 0 be o[ls ! o00 ]. Then  0 . Therefore, C (TP (M )) vp M . 2
Note that C and TP together function as the TP operator of a logic program [30]. For a logic
program, if TP (M )  M then M is a model. Because of the existence of sets, such property no
longer holds for ROL programs. That is, if C (TP (M )) vp M , M is not necessarily a model.
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Example 5.2 Consider the following database:
Schema person[parents ) fpersong]
Program joe : person[parents ! fmaryg]
Let M = fjoe : person; mary : person; joe[parents ! fjoe; maryg]g be a well-typed interpretation. Then C (TP (M )) = fjoe : person; joe[parents ! fmaryg] vp M , but M is obviously

not a model of the program.

In a logic program with negation, there exist several minimal models. If every ground fact in
a minimal model can be inferred from the program, then the minimal model is called supported
and is selected as the semantics of the logic program [8]. We follow the classical approach of logic
programming to de ning the semantics of ROL program.

De nition 5.8 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database. A well-typed interpretation I w.r.t. K is
supported i I vp C (TP (I )).
Proposition 5.4 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database and M a model of P . Then M is supported
i M = C (TP (M )).

Proof. Direct from De nition 5.8 and Proposition 5.3.
Unlike traditional logic programs, a ROL database may have a unique minimal model which
is not supported, because of the typing constraint.

Example 5.3 Consider the following database:
Schema person[parents ) fpersong]
Program joe : person[parents ! fmaryg]
This program has a unique minimal model fjoe : person; mary : person; joe[parents ! fmaryg]g
but not supported since we cannot infer mary : person from the program.

De nition 5.9 The powers of the operator TP are de ned using the compaction operator as

follows:

TP " 0(I ) = I
TP " n(I ) = TP (C (TP " (n 1)(I ))) [ TP " (n 1)(I ) if C is de ned on TP " (n 1)(I )
TP " !(I ) = [1
n=0 TP " n(I )
If C is not de ned on TP " (n 1)(I ), then TP " (n + 1)(I ) is unde ned.
Note that TP is de ned only on interpretations and TP " n(I ) may contains object expressions
that are not compact, and as a consequence TP " !(I ) as well. In order to apply TP over the result
of previous application TP " n(I ), we rst apply C to convert TP " n(I ) into an interpretation.

De nition 5.10 Let DB = (K; P ). The operator TP is growing if for each well-typed interpretation I , J , and M w.r.t. K , I vp J vp M vp C (TP " !(I )) implies that TP (J )  TP (M ).
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De nition 5.11 Let T1; :::; Tn be a sequence of operators. The iterative powers of the sequence

with respect to an interpretation M are de ned by
M0 = M
M1 = C (T1 " !(M0 ))
if C is de ned
M2 = C (T2 " !(M1 ))
if C is de ned
..
.
Mn = C (Tn " !(Mn 1))
if C is de ned
Let MP = Mn . The sequence of operators T1 ; :::; Tn is local if for each M and J such that
M vp J vp Mn implies Ti (J ) = Ti (J u Mi ).
Locality means that each Ti is determined by its values on the subsets of Mi .

Lemma 5.1 Let K be a schema, P be a program strati ed by P = P1 [_ : : : [_ Pn and TP1 ; : : : ; TP

n

the corresponding sequence of operators of P . Then this sequence is local.

Proof. Suppose that TP (J ) 6= TP (J uMi ) for some i. Let 2 TP (J ). We prove 2 TP (J uMi ).
Assume 62 TP (J u Mi ). (1) If 2 TP1 (J ), then is the result of applying some rule r in Pi
to J . Since 62 TP (J u Mi ), the application of the rule uses a ground simple object expression
' in the body of r such that ' 2 J but ' 62 J u Mi. By Proposition 4.2, J u Mi vp J . So we
have ' 62 Mi . Now that ' is used in the body of the rule, the de ned symbol of ' must be in
D1 [ ::: [ Di . Since J vp Mn , there exists a '0 such that '  '0 and '0 2 Mn Mi . Thus,
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

the de ned symbol of '0 , also the de ned symbol of ', is in Dj , for j > i. This is contrary to
the strati cation condition on P . (2) If 2 TP2 (J ), then based on (1) it is straightforward that
2 TP (J u Mi ). Therefore, TP (J )  TP (J u Mi ) The reverse inclusion is proven in a similar
way. 2
i

i

i

i

Let I be an interpretation, and D a set of de ned symbols. We denote by D (I ) the extensions of de ned symbols of D in I de ned by:

D (I ) = f 2 I j the de ned symbol of is in Dg

Lemma 5.2 Let K be a schema, P a program strati ed by P = P1 [_ :::[_ Pn, M a well-typed

interpretation w.r.t. K , D1 , ..., Dn the sets of de ned symbols of the corresponding strata, and
TP1 ; :::; TP the corresponding sequence of operators of P . Then D1 [:::[D 1 (M ) = D1 [:::[D 1
(TP " !(M )).
n

j

j

j

Proof. We prove by induction on i that D1[:::[D 1 (M ) = D1[:::[D 1 (TP " i(M )). The claim
is obviously true for i = 0, since TP " 0(M ) = M . Since the de ned symbols of Pj are not in
D1 [ ::: [ Dj 1 , the application of TP to TP " i(M ) does not change the extensions of the de ned
symbols of D1 [ ::: [ Dj 1 . 2
Corollary 5.1 Let K be a schema, P a program strati ed by P = P1 [_ :::[_ Pn, M a well-typed
j

j

j

j

j

j

interpretation w.r.t. K , and Mi as de ned in De nition 5.11 for i = 1; :::; n. Then for each i and
j such that 1  i  j  n, D1[:::[D (Mi ) = D1 [:::[D (Mj ) and Mi vp Mj .
i

i

Proof. Direct from Lemma 5.2. 2
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Lemma 5.3 Let K be a schema, P a program strati ed by P = P1 [_ :::[_ Pn, TP1 ; :::; TP the
corresponding sequence of operator of P . If each TP 1  i  n is de ned on Mi as de ned in
n

i

De nition 5.11, then TP is growing.
i

Proof. Let I vp J vp M vp C (TP " !(I )). Let 2 TP (J ). Then there is a rule in Pi of
the form A :{ L1 ; :::; Ln and a ground substitution  such that J j= L1; :::; J j= Ln and is
i

i

a ground constituent expression of A. For each Lj , if Lj is a comparison expression, then
M j= Lj since it is interpreted in the standard arithmetic and set-theoretic interpretation in the
term algebra. If Lj is negative or has a constituent expression of the form o[l ! fo1 ; :::; on g] and
there exists a rule such that P [l ! hQ1 ; :::; Qn i] is a constituent object expression of the head, then
the de ned symbols of Lj are in D1 [ ::: [ Di 1 . By Lemma 5.2 D1 [:::D 1 (J ) = D1 [:::[D 1 (M ),
so M j= Lj . Otherwise, since J vp M , we still have M j= Lj . Therefore 2 TP (M ). 2
Theorem 5.1 Let K be a schema, P a program strati ed by P = P1 [_ :::[_ Pn, M a well-typed
interpretation w.r.t. K . If MP is de ned, then it is the unique minimal and supported model of
P containing M .
i

i

i

Proof. Let P0 be an empty set. We show, using induction on i, that Mi is a model of P0 [ ::: [ Pi
containing M . When i = n, Mn is then a model of P containing M .
For the basis, M0 = M is a obviously a model of P0 . Assume the claim holds for some
i  0. We now prove Mi+1 is a model of P0 [ ::: [ Pi+1 containing M . If Mi+1 is not a model,
then there exists a rule r 2 P0 [ ::: [ Pi+1 of the form A :{ L1 ; :::; Ln such that Mi+1 6j= r.
If r 2 P0 [ ::: [ Pi , then the de ned symbols of A, L1 , ..., Ln are in D1 [ ::: [ Di . Since
D1 [:::[D (Mi) = D1 [:::[D (Mi+1 ) by Corollary 5.1 and Mi is a model of P0 [ ::: [ Pi , Mi+1 j= r,
which is a contradiction. If r 2 Pi+1 , and Mi+1 6j= r, then there exists a ground substitution ,
such that Mi+1 j= L1 , ... Mi+1 j= Ln, and Mi+1 6j= A. For each j , if Lj is a comparison
expression, then C (TP +1 " k(Mi )) j= Lj for all k  0. For this j , set (j ) = 0. Here is
just a function which map each j in Lj to a number. If Lj is negative or has a constituent
expression of the form o[l ! fo1 ; :::; on g] and there exists a rule such that P [l ! hQ1 ; :::; Qn i] is
a constituent object expression of the head, then the de ned symbols of Lj is in D1 [ ::: [ Di. So
C (TP +1 " k(Mi )) j= Lj for all k  0. For this j , also set (j ) = 0. Otherwise, there exists a k
such that C (TP +1 " k(Mi )) j= Lj . Let (j ) denote this k and l denote maxf (j ) j 1  j  ng.
By Lemma 5.3, TP +1 is growing. By Proposition 5.2, for l0 > l, C (TP +1 " l0 (Mi )) j= A.
Therefore, Mi+1 = C (TP +1 " !(Mi )) j= A, which is again a contradiction.
Next we prove Mn is minimal. Let N be a model of P containing M . We prove by induction
on i that
if N vp Mi , then Mi vp N .
(1)
For i = 0, it is part of the assumptions. Assume the claim holds for i  0. We prove by induction
on j that
C (TP +1 " j (Mi )) vp N .
(2)
For j = 0, it is true by hypothesis. Suppose it is true for j  0. Since TP +1 is growing,
TP +1 (C (TP +1 " j (Mi ))))  TP +1 (N ). We now prove by induction on k that
if N contains Mi , then TP +1 " k(Mi )  Mi [ TP +1 (N ).
(3)
The claim is clearly true for k = 0, Assume the claim holds for k  0. Then
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i
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TP +1 " k(Mi )
C (TP +1 " k(Mi ))

 Mi [ TP +1 (N )
by induction hypothesis
vp C (Mi [ TP +1 (N )) by Proposition 5.2 (2)
= Mi [ C (TP +1 (N )) by Proposition 5.2 (3) and (1)
vp N
N is a model and by Proposition 5.3
TP +1 (C (TP +1 " k(Mi )))  TP +1 (N )
by Lemma 5.3
(4)
TP +1 " (k + 1)(Mi )
= TP +1 (C (TP +1 " k(Mi ))) [ TP +1 " k(Mi )
 Mi [ TP +1 (N )
by induction hypothesis
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Thus (3) holds for all k.
TP +1 " (j + 1)(Mi )

= TP +1 (C (TP +1 " j (Mi ))) [ TP +1 " j (Mi )
 Mi [ TP +1 (N )
by (4) and (3)
C (TP +1 " (j + 1)(Mi )) vp C (Mi [ TP +1 (N )) by Proposition 5.2 (2)
= Mi [ C (TP +1 (N )) by Proposition 5.2 (3) and (1)
vp N
by assumption and Proposition 5.3
So (2) holds for all j , we have Mi+1 vp N . This proves (1) and concludes the proof. 2
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Theorem 5.2 Let K be a schema, P a program strati ed by P = P1 [_ :::[_ Pn, and M = fg.

Then MP is the unique minimal and supported model of P .

Proof. By Theorem 5.1, Mn is a minimal model of P . Let P0 be an empty set. Now we prove
by induction on i that Mi is a supported model of P0 [ ::: [ Pi by showing Mi vp C (T P (Mi ))
where T P (K ) = [ij =0TP (K ). When i = n, Mn is then a supported model of P by de nition.
The basis is clearly true. Assume the claim holds for i  0. Let M 1 = fg. We now prove
by induction that for all j  0
Mj vp Mj 1 [ C (TP (Mj )).
(5)
The basis is clearly true. Assume the claim holds for j  0. In order to prove (5) is true for
i

j

i

j

j + 1, we rst prove by induction on k that
TP +1 " k(Mj )  Mj [ TP +1 (Mj +1)
j

j

The basis is clearly true. Assume the claim holds for k  0. Then
TP +1 " k(Mj )
 TP +1 " !(Mj )
by de nition
vp C (TP +1 " !(Mj )) by Proposition 5.2 (2)
C (TP +1 " k(Mj ))
= Mj +1
by de nition
TP +1 (C (TP +1 " k(Mj )))  TP +1 (Mj +1)
by Lemma 5.3
(7)
TP +1 " (k + 1)(Mj )
= TP +1 (C (TP +1 " k(Mj ))) [ TP +1 " k(Mj ))
 Mj [ TP +1 (Mj+1) by (7) and induction hypothesis
Thus (6) holds for all k. Consequently
TP +1 " !(Mj )  Mj [ TP +1 (Mj +1))
by (6)
Mj +1
= C (TP +1 " !(Mj ))
by de nition
= C (Mj [ TP +1 (Mj +1 )
vp Mj [ C (TP +1 (Mj+1))
by Proposition 5.2 (3) and (1)
So (5) holds for all j  1. Now consider i.
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j
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j

(6)

Mi vp Mi 1 [ C (TP (Mi ))
by (5)
by induction hypothesis
vp C (TP 1 (Mi 1 )) [ C (TP (Mi ))
= C (TP 1 (Mi 1 ) [ TP (Mi ))
by Proposition 5.2 (3)
by locality
vp C (TP 1 (Mi ) [ TP (Mi))
vp C (TP (Mi))
by de nition
which concludes the proof. 2
Let M = fg. Consider the program given in Example 3.3 again, we have
M1 = fann : person; tom : person; tom[parents ! fanng]g
MP = M2 = ffamily(fanng); family(fanng)[children ! ftomg]g [ M1 = I
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

which is the minimal and supported model of the program.

De nition 5.12 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database, the declarative semantics of the program P
is given by its unique minimal and supported model MP computed as above if it exists.

Given a program P , if the unique minimal and supported model exists, then it can be computed bottom-up using a nite sequence of xpoints and therefore used as the intended semantics
of P . There are two reasons why this minimal and supported model may not exist. One is that
the inferred collection of object expressions is not consistent, therefore the operator C is undened. Another reason is that some inferred object expressions are not well-typed, therefore the
operator TP is unde ned. Both cases have to be checked at run time.

De nition 5.13 Let DB = (K; P ) be a database, Q a query of the form ?{L1 ; :::; Ln , and  a
ground substitution for variables of Q. Assume MP is de ned. Then  is an answer to Q based
on P if MP j= L1 ; :::; MP j= Ln.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a typed deductive object-oriented database language which
e ectively integrates important features in deductive databases and object-oriented databases,
such as powerful set representation mechanisms, object identity, complex objects, classes, class
hierarchy, multiple inheritance with overriding and schema. None of the reported deductive
languages has the same expressive power and data modeling power as ROL. We have developed
a well-de ned declarative semantics for ROL which provides a rm logical foundation to objectoriented paradigm.
We have implemented the ROL language as a single-user deductive object-oriented database
system, which can be obtained through anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.uregina.ca/pub/rol/. Current
implementation doesn't support nested sets and requires all classes to form a lattice. However, it
supports schema queries and higher-order queries by allowing class and attribute variables. It also
supports updates. The user can update schema, facts, and rules at run-time. All the examples
used in this paper except Example 4.1 (nested sets) have been tested. Extensive examples can be
found in the package. In the implementation, we e ectively combine top-down and bottom-up
strategies by alternating them and the performance is quite reasonable. The details about the
implementation can be found in another paper [29].
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Currently, we are working on various query optimization methods in order to enhance the
performance of the ROL system. We intend to extend the language into a general purpose
rule-base database programming language.
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